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Introducing fruit and browse based agroforestry lanes amongst both pasture and a new no-dig 

market garden as an approach to creating resilience on a small farm. 

Summary 

Objectives 

This project looks at introducing greater biodiversity and more layers of production to a small farm 

to increase ecosystem function, profitability, resilience and community engagement. There is 

significant potential for future land use policy to be looking for more use of agroecological models 

and Henbant is trying to create a model of what this could look like. Top and soft fruit trees were 

introduced into twenty acres of pasture and a new, ecologically based, no-dig, market garden was 

established. This report looks at the costs and benefits of this implementation and provides a set of 

recommendations and findings.  

Farm background 

Henbant is a small (30 hectare (ha)), ecologically and holistically managed farm in North West Wales. 

It has an open aspect, is two miles from the coast and is at 100m above sea level. It is owned and 

managed as a family farm by new entrants to farming Matt Swarbrick and Jenny Stevens, who 

previously worked as an ecologist and a hydrologist. The farm was taken over in 2012 and had a long 

previous history of extensive sheep grazing. Current pasture was managed holistically since 2015, 

but within larger field parcels than the daily livestock requirements.  

The farm has grown vegetables on a very small scale for many years and has a range of other 

diversified business interests including tourism, education, laying hens, sheep and beef. The farm is 

exploring a working model of what using agroecology on a small farm in Wales can do in terms of 

increasing financial profitability, enriching ecosystems, building soil and increasing the social capital 

of the farm. 

Study implementations 

The main grazing pasture (20 acres) was separated into 30 day sized grazing units divided by tree 

lanes, some of woody, highly palatable species for cattle to browse (willow, alder, lime, hazel, elder) 

and some with fruit lanes (apple, cherry, pear, plum, blackcurrant, aronia, sea buckthorn, raspberry) 

and support species (alder, black poplar, bird cherry, comfrey, elaeagnus, buddleia, broom). We also 

established a new no-dig, ecologically intensive market garden with 1,000m2 of growing space. The 

garden was made up of 100x70cm wide, 10m long permanent beds with woodchip paths. Every ten 

rows the garden is subdivided up with rows of fruit trees and perennial plants. Produce was sold on 

a community supported agriculture (CSA) model.  

Study monitoring points 

We looked at the initial soil health, at the methods and costs of implementation and lessons therein 

as well as the overall benefits; financial, ecological and social.  

Findings 

The implementation was largely successful. Not all tree rows were completed within this project’s 

timeframe, but most were, and the system could be tested with space to review for a second year’s 

planting. Tree establishment was good and the total cost for the agroforestry set up (approximately 

1,150m) to date is £6,740. The market garden has been, and continues to be, quite labour intensive 

but the garden is producing food and net financial profit (not including on-farm labour in its first 

year). Investment in the market garden has been around £9,320 (most of this cost has been 
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polytunnels, compost, row covers and irrigation). Further benefits could be gained as many people 

attended tree planting days and it is clear that there is strong demand for people to access the 

countryside in meaningful ways. These days were a great success both for productivity of the farm, 

community engagement and for social and mental health benefits for all involved. The launch of the 

community supported agriculture scheme has meant that we have built our local customer base and 

the number of new ‘friends’ this has brought to the farm is significant. Restrictions due to Covid-19 

meant that having day volunteer contributions to the farm had to be suspended, but conversation 

with members suggests that there is strong demand as and when this is sensible to restart.   

Conclusions 

The diversification of any small pastoral farming system with new complimentary layers of 

enterprises such as agroforestry or market gardening has clear significant advantages and its 

implementation is within the range of most small farms. There was a significant time input into 

establishing all these activities with the silvopasture after establishment and this time most small 

farms could find and does not require complicated extra skills base. The market garden is more of an 

ongoing commitment and comes with a larger learning curve and though one can make a living off a 

small area, it does require both knowledge and significant time input. Even as novices however, it 

can work and produce food and profit can be made within its first year of establishment. The 

community side of all these activities has being very rewarding.  
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Full Report 

Objectives 

In a world that promises change and challenge to our social, agricultural and ecological systems, it is 

imperative that we investigate ways of adding resilience and that we develop everything we do into 

systems and methods that are holistic and regenerative. Within the small farm context, introducing 

greater biodiversity and more layers of production should improve ecosystem function, profitability, 

resilience and community engagement. We introduced top and soft fruit trees and browse and fast-

growing biomass species as a way of subdividing pasture into a greater number of grazing units and 

established a new ecologically based, no-dig market garden, also with fruit and support species 

rows. This report looks at the costs and benefits of this implementation and provides a set of 

recommendations and findings.  

Farm background 

Henbant is a small (30 hectare (ha)), ecologically and holistically managed farm in North West Wales. 

It is two miles from the coast and is at 100m above sea level. The farm is looking into a working 

model of what using agroecology on a small farm in Wales can do in terms of increasing financial 

profitability, enriching ecosystems, building soil and increasing the social capital of the farm. 

The farm is approximately half wooded, with the pasture being equally split between rough grazing 

and semi-improved land nearest the farm yard/house. It is owned and managed by new entrants to 

farming, Matt Swarbrick and Jenny Stevens who are an ecologist and hydrologist by background. 

They took over the farm in 2012 and it was extensively sheep grazed for a long time before that. The 

farm aims to demonstrate profit financially, ecologically and socially whilst being enjoyable to 

manage. The farm has to produce a family’s income, pay a mortgage and has significant support 

from volunteers and interns. Current pasture was managed holistically but within larger field parcels 

than the daily livestock requirements. The farm has grown vegetables on a very small scale for many 

years and has a range of other diversified business interests including tourism, sheep and beef and 

pastured laying hens.  

The farm works within the following holistic context.  

• We prove that it is possible to produce nutrient dense food, financial profit, social capital 
and to enjoy it.  

• We have an abundant, resilient, and productive farm that feeds and is part of our 
community. 

• We have healthy, vibrant soil and biodiversity. 
• We have sufficient income and resilient finances. 
• The farm helps people believe that a more beautiful world is possible and worth working for. 
• We have a diversity of visitors to the farm and the farm is valued by them in their lives.  

 

Farm soil and climate 

The farm sits on a glacial river bank and we have a sandy/loamy soil over gravel. We have relatively 

high organic carbon in our soils for such a site with 6.3% and a pH of 6.7 on average across our 

pasture. We are a windy and exposed site with open aspects to the Snowdonia mountain ranges to 

our east and the Irish sea to the west and north. We get over 1,700mm of rain per year.  
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Agroforestry background 

Agroforestry is the intentional incorporation of trees into an agricultural system and there are a host 
of benefits including carbon sequestration, increased production, increased biodiversity, increased 
crop protection and shelter to name just a few. It is a core part of agroecological approaches to 
farming.   

The book Drawdown (Hawken, 2018), a major international project based on field research by 200 
scientists, features two forms of agroforestry in its list of 100 solutions to global warming that are 
already in use. The solutions are ranked by the extent to which they would reduce CO 2 emissions 
by 2050 if they were adopted at realistic rates. Silvopastoralism, where trees are combined with 
pasture, increasing carbon sequestration up to tenfold, comes in at number nine, ahead of 
nuclear power, wind turbines, and electric vehicles. 

Learning, research, planning and design 

A significant amount of work in planning and talking over the ideas was done with various experts. 

Plans were made in the following areas and are summarised.  

Division of pasture 

Advice was sought on optimal paddock layout and farm division from Rhys Williams of Precision 
Grazing and was combined with advice from Richard Perkins on keyline design and optimal layout 
for incorporating mobile, pastured, egg mobiles. A visit was also made to Smiling Tree Farm in 
Shropshire where a similar 30 paddock layout with tree divisions system was implemented five years 
ago. We also looked at older land use patterns locally and at previous, now removed, field 
boundaries on old maps. Rows essentially follow parallel, North-South pattern but are keyline 
sympathetic. They leave a lot of headland and space for machinery etc. The pasture layout is shown 
in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Layout for pasture division in main fields around house.  
 

 

Selecting and planting trees 

We sought advice on tree and species selection from Tom ‘The Apple Man’ Adams, Ian Sturrock, 

Martin Crawford and Richard Perkins. We also visited other inspirational and local planting systems 

at Ragmans Lane Farm, Ridgedale Permaculture, Pant Du and Treflach Farm.  

 

Fruit rows 

We chose a variety of plums, pears, cherries and apples with most of them being apple trees, and 

those being Discovery, Katy and Bardsey varieties. These were chosen for their ability to make juice, 
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for their disease resistance and because they all crop at a similar time, thus adding efficiency to 

harvest. These earlier fruiting varieties also limit our exposure to harsh weather later in the season.  

Top fruit trees were planted at 4m intervals and were planted on community tree planting days. 

They were planted with mycorrhizal inoculated biochar and with significant woodchip mulch. Other 

support species (alder, elder, bird cherry, black poplar, comfrey, buddleia, elaeagnus) to attract 

pollinators, create biomass and to mine for or cycle minerals were also planted as were soft fruit 

rows. These were on different patterns and spacings but included: elder, aronia, blackcurrant, sea 

buckthorn and raspberry.  

 

Grazing/Biomass rows 

These were much more hedgerow style and native in their planting and contained willow, alder, 

elder, bird cherry, oak, hazel, lime and scots pine. Most were planted for their low cost base, high 

growth rate and palatability. Plants were mainly planted at 30cm intervals with a 60cm spacing 

between rows. These were also inoculated with inoculated biochar and mulched with woodchip. 

 

Fencing of tree rows 

Tree rows were fenced using three strands of semi-permanent electric fencing, we used a mix 

aluminium, galvanised steel and plastic based polywire. We used wooden stakes on corners and 

most intermediate posts were plastic. We used a mains energiser.  

 

Market garden layout and methodology 

The market garden was laid out to have regular, permanent, 70cm wide beds, 10m in length with 

40cm woodchip paths. They are all orientated North to South and every 11th bed is a wider bed with 

fruit trees and perennial plants, these are all designed to have some extra function, be it attracting 

insects, mineral cycling or being edible/productive.  

The area was covered with silage plastic from the previous autumn and had previously been pig 

paddocks. A significant amount of bought in municipal compost was mixed with our own farm yard 

manure. This was put onto beds at a 10cm depth.  

The garden design took a lot of inspiration from those of Jean-Martin Fortier, Elliot Coleman and 

Richard Perkins.  

Further protected cropping space was needed and a second polytunnel was built. There is one 

tunnel for salad greens and crops that want overhead watering and one for tomatoes, cucumbers 

etc that require watering at soil level. 
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Figure 2. Plan of the market garden   

 

Crop planning 

Crop planning was essential to make a financial success of the market garden. A range of crop plans 

from other market gardens were collected and one was synthesised for our scale, experience and 

way of working. A plan was made to grow sufficient veg for forty box shares from June to December.  

 

Soil testing and base line monitoring 

Soil samples were taken for our pre tree planting pasture, of our bought-in compost and for the 

market garden beds at the start of spring before additional amendments were made. For longer 

term monitoring of soil health and better base line monitoring we have signed up with the Soil 

Sector Mentor Programme with Niels Corfield. It is anticipated that with the incorporation of the 

tree rows and improved holistically managed grazing we should be able to see improvements in soil 

pore structure, increase in soil organic matter and increases in microbial, and particularly, fungal 

diversity. These are all things that may take years to see significant results.   

 

Results and implementation  

Tree lane implementation and costs 

Over 500m of the top fruit tree lanes and 650m of the browse tree lanes were installed. This was 

about 70% and 20% of the planned total for the top fruit and browse lanes respectively. Areas were 

planted where the plan seemed without question, but given the commitment of the land and the 

cost it did make sense to leave space for review and reflection and for full implementation over two 

years. 
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The community tree planting days were a great success. There were 13 tree planting Sundays and 

had an average turnout of 12 adults. This was a lot of energy and the conversation and social aspect 

was heart-warming to us and to those attending. People became regulars and for some it was their 

main weekly social interaction. 

The total cost of this 500m of fruit tree lane was about £2,640 for the plants, tree guards, inoculants 

etc and about £2,000 for the browse tree lanes. The electric fencing cost about £1,800 (where the 

cost was spread across more field divisions than just the planted lanes). 

The long dry spring meant that some trees were lost in the browse tree lanes. The more valuable 

fruit tree lanes were irrigated and had very few losses.  

 

Figure 3. Image shows top fruit tree lane with apple and currants.  

 

Ruminations on tree lanes 

Sheep and electric fences were problematic. Whilst most of the flock responded well, there were 

always some who insisted on tree nibling and fence breaking. This resulted in skipping or moving 

very fast through these lanes and in non-optimal grazing. Cattle did not present any problems and 

show great respect for the electric fences. Aluminium fencing proved particularly brittle and was 

easily snapped by the sheep at any point that had even the slightest fatigue; there was the odd 

sheep tangled in polywire. Galvanised steel was preferred. 
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Chickens and tree lanes  

As a separate project a mobile chicken house was also introduced to the farm this year and was 

moved every other day amongst the top fruit tree lanes. Here the trees will offer shade, shelter, 

more insects and diversity for the chickens to forage on. The chickens in return offer a great deal in 

nutrients both to tree lanes and pasture, in disturbance and scratching to pasture and to overall 

farm revenue.  

 

Figure 4. Image shows top fruit tree with mobile chicken house and cattle. The mobile house can hold 300 laying hens 

and is moved every other day. It also shows the open aspect of our fruit tree lanes with Snowdon in the background.  

 

Tree lane anticipated revenue 

There is a long establishment phase with top fruit tree rows, perhaps taking five to seven years to 

reach a meaningful harvest. Once established there will be over 250 production apple trees on the 

farm. Though some may go into the CSA scheme etc, the majority will go into fruit juice. A harvest of 

20l fruit juice per tree with a cost of production at £1/l and a sale price of £2.50/l is anticipated. This 

will give us a profit of £7,500 per year from apple juice alone. The current wholesale price of bottled 

organic apple juice is about £2/l. The berry fruit also has a role with the veg box and a significant 

revenue from added value products, possibly as a higher value blended flavour fruit juice. 
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Market garden implementation  

 

Figure 5. Image of market garden area in July 2020. Image shows beds established and planted.  

 

Bed establishment 

80 of the 100 planned market garden annual beds and all of the tree rows were established. This 

used 60m3 of compost comprising municipal PASC100 compost and farm yard manure. After an 

initial 40 beds were established, further beds were built as required and so they were very freshly 

formed with young and unstructured soil. The last twenty of the beds to be established were quite 

weedy after the winter silage plastic cover had come loose many times over the winter. Here the 

weed pressure was much greater and it was rotavated. This turning over of the soil further increased 

weed growth, whereas the beds built from compost had very few weeds throughout the season.  

 

Transplants and seeding 

Nearly all seedlings were grown on farm in module trays to give them the best head start, especially 

given the nature of the new beds. Germination wasn’t as good as was hoped for and though crops 

were re-sown it made following the crop plan more challenging. Overall, however, the beds were 

filled with healthy transplants and some gaps were filled by buying in organic plug plants.   

 

Pests and diseases  

Significant problems were seen with cabbage root fly and rabbits. Much of this is to do with the 

developing ecology of the farm. Rabbits will be fenced out whilst the cabbage root fly may be largely 

symptomatic of the newness of the garden and poor usage of crop protection nets early in the 

season. Four beds of earlier brassicas were lost. Beans also had very poor establishment and were 

repeatedly eaten before they could take.  
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Crop plan 

The crop plan worked well and was invaluable for the first half of the season. It was always intended 

that the plan be updated and reviewed through the season, this never happened, nor were the 

number of things that may have failed at some point between sowing and harvesting fully accounted 

for. This was made up for by buying in or having a smaller customer base than we had planned for. A 

stronger and updated crop plan will be essential next year.  

 

Time and costs 

There was significant volunteer time invested early on in the garden and this is hard to quantify 

especially as this was largely less-experienced labour. It took three people one day to establish a set-

up of ten beds. This was with the use of a quadbike and trailer and a small digger for loading. The 

garden had two, less-experienced peoples’ full time effort for at least the first two establishing 

months. After that, the garden probably got a full-time person’s effort for the rest of the season.  

A lot of time after establishment went into watering and weeding. Watering was a large amount of 

effort and though a sprinkler and spring water-based pump system were installed, it still needed to 

be moved every 30 mins most days for the months of dryer weather. Weeding was and is an ongoing 

effort and though we have “Weedy Wednesdays” when we put extra effort into the garden, over 

this year weed cover is increasing, but not to a point of significant impact on productivity. Next year 

there will be much less ground disturbance and if we can cover the garden well enough this winter 

we should win it back.  

With some support from volunteers (CSA box members and farm interns) a competent grower could 

run the market garden in 40 hours per week April-September and then with 20 hours per week in 

March and October to November; totalling 1,200 hours over the year, at £10/hour this gives an 

annual labour cost of £12,000. 

A rough breakdown of costs is as follows:  

 

 Cost 

Municipal Compost (60m3 at £12/m3) plus 2m3 

at £150/m3 of finer quality potting compost 

£1,020 

Irrigation £600 

Pack shed £1,000 (still to be done) 

Fruit trees and perennials  £700 

2x polytunnels £3,000 

Crop protection nets £600 

Wind breaks and rabbit proofing £500 
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Plastic bed covers £400 

Tools £600 

Start trays and propagation space £800 

Total establishment £9,320 

 

Estimated annual running costs would be something like the following:  

 Cost  

Compost (30m3 at £12/m3) plus 2m3 at £150/m3 

of finer quality potting compost 

£660 

Irrigation £100 

Pack shed £100 

Fruit trees and perennials £100 

Polytunnels £200 

Crop protection nets £200 

Wind breaks and rabbit proofing £100 

Plastic bed covers £50 

Tools £100 

Start trays and propagation space £100 

Seeds and transplants £400 

Total annual costs £2,110 

 

 

 

The total annual costs of the market garden including labour would be circa £14,110  

 

Market garden revenue 

Over this first season nearly all sales have been to CSA box scheme members, selling an average of 

27 boxes per week. This has gone up every week and will be over 30 by mid-September. The sale 
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price of a box is £15. The box was advertised as having a minimum of 8 items including potatoes, 

carrots and onions each week. In actuality, most weeks have 11 items. We are very much providing 

most of the box contents each week from the garden but most weeks we are buying some 

carrots/potatoes/onions (though some of all of these are produced on farm) and occasionally 

another item to supplement the box. Or, if we have a poor crop, we are buying in the number of a 

single item required by the boxes, i.e. there may be 20 good cabbages ready and 10 are bought in to 

make it an item in everybody’s boxes. All bought in vegetables are British and organic. This has a cost 

of around £3.00 per box per week. If this is deducted directly from the sales price it gives us a 

revenue of £12/box per week. Over the 25 weeks we are running the scheme this gives us income 

from the market garden of £8,100. Next year, we will run the scheme for 40 members, giving us 

1,000 boxes sold over the season. Sales to retail and on farm shop sales should make up an 

additional 20%. Thus, giving us a total revenue of £14,400 per year from the actual garden. This 

would work well if it were all done with on-farm labour. If it were an enterprise managed 

independent to the current farm management it would pay their labour and it has significant space 

to be expanded.  

Social benefits 

It was planned for day volunteers to come onto the farm on Wednesdays and one Sunday per 

month. Covid-19 restrictions removed the capacity for any of this to happen. However, there was a 

lot of social capital built through the new box scheme customers coming onto the farm every week.  
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Conclusions and reflections  

Agroforestry 

The implementation was largely successful, certainly the case was proved that installing the 

agroforestry was the right thing to do, enough that further investment will be made this winter and 

that the model will be pushed into other areas of the farm. It’s hard to tell within the time frame of 

this project, but as time goes on we are gaining confidence in the benefits of revenue, shelter, 

grazing management and ecosystem enrichment that comes with the agroforestry. It was clear that 

it is something that is within the financial and physical or available time reach of most small farm 

businesses and it is something that would benefit many farms. The compatibility of electric fences 

and sheep is problematic, this could be resolved by installing more traditional stock proof fencing, 

but this would require recalculating the environmental costs and benefits of so much wire vs the 

enhanced habitat and increases in productivity.  

Financially the agroforestry appears to be positive, including the berry fruits, it’s likely the farm will 

make over £10,000 per year from its fruit lanes, but this is some way off in the future.  

Socially it was also clear that people love planting trees and in current times it is a community 

serving role to offer people the space and opportunity to plant trees. It greatly increased the ‘buy in’ 

of locals to the farm as will future apple picking and pressing days.  

 

Market garden 

The market garden was a success. Food was produced and the enterprise is profitable providing that 

the project is run long enough to repay its capital costs. To outside assessment based on pure 

finances, it is a very tight margin for a lot of hours of hard work, especially when you factor in the 

gamble that comes with all farming of the weather etc. However, the feeling of filling lots of boxes 

with healthy, soil building, farm produced food each week, and using that to feed your immediate 

community feels amazing and is not to be undervalued.  

The market garden brought with it a huge learning curve that is not to be underestimated. Market 

gardening would only suit those with a lot of energy and passion and it is not a side-line enterprise. 

It does however give a space for a person with some experience or training to make a whole income 

for themselves.  

 

Testing questions 

We set out to prove that adding trees and a no-dig market garden could boost a small farm 

financially, ecologically, socially and still be enjoyable to manage. The project time frame was too 

short to enable much meaningful data gathering but it is clear on all fronts that the farm has 

benefitted ecologically and socially and that in time the agroforestry will bring significant financial 

benefits to the farm. The market garden can only make money more proportionate to the time 

invested in it, but it seems clear it can pay its way and that for the right person it can provide an 

income beyond minimum wage. It’s possible to do this on a land area insignificant to most farms.  
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Building soil 

Initial soil testing gave us a soil organic matter content of 6.3% across the pasture fields where trees 

have been installed. It will the job of future studies to look if this is increased under the new 

management procedures.  

 

Building biodiversity  

There is a significant amount of biodiversity that is added to the farm just by adding trees and 

support species, by taking even smaller areas of grass out of grazing, by increasing the diversity of 

grazing animals as well as altering the grazing/rest periods. It is again beyond this study to determine 

a quantitative difference.  

 

Conclusions 

The diversification of any small pasture-based farming system with agroforestry and market garden-

based cropping has clear significant advantages and its implementation is within the range of most 

small farms. It does offer clear space for increased income, employment, diversity, social 

engagement and biodiversity. If small farms are going to thrive in a world of changing subsidies they 

need to be regenerative and resilient, this by its very nature means they need to have a diversity of 

soil building enterprises.  

With diversity also comes complexity and management challenge. Too much diversity could easily 

lead to a perplexed farmer and no enterprise particularly thriving. Some of this is a factor of time 

and steady development. Ultimately however, how diverse they should be largely comes down to 

the managements capacity and want to manage complexity. This can partly be absorbed the added 

space for increased job roles but as the farm becomes increasingly diverse some form of 

management and decision making process becomes imperative. Holistic Decision Making offers this 

capacity to work out just how much added complexity is wanted by the managers and how to deal 

with it.  

 

 

 


